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        Creator of happiness since 2015 with more than 1 million objects found

        Quickly find your lost item

        
            I found 
            I lost
        

    
    
    
        Have you lost an object ?
 
        Are you an individual? Find your item in a few clicks and increase your chances of finding your item by 75%.

        	1I place an ad online for free
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	2Automatic connections are made every day
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	3I receive a message alerting me that my item has been found
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	4I follow the instructions to collect my item


    
    
     
    
     
        And it works
 
        
 
     
    
        
    
        Search by region
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            Ads in your area
            
    
Auvergne Rhône-Alpes
Bourgogne Franche-Comté
Bretagne
Centre-Val de Loire
Corse
Grand Est
Hauts-de-France
Île-de-France
Normandie
Nouvelle-Aquitaine
Occitanie
Outre-mer
Pays de la Loire
Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur
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        Practical sheets

                	
                 I've lost my camera

                 
                                              [image: I've lost my camera]
                                          Lost your camera? This always happens at the worst possible time, and it might contain irreplaceable memories… This is what you can do.
                 

                                      Read "I've lost my camera"
                             
	
                 I've lost a cuddly

                 
                                              [image: I've lost a cuddly]
                                          Loosing a child's cuddly is parents worst nightmare. Here are a few hints to handle this situation the best possible way... despite the screaming.
                 

                                      Read "I've lost a cuddly"
                             


        	I've lost my camera
	I've lost a cuddly


        
            See all practical sheets
        
    
        
    
        Our partners around the world
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        YesWeFound for businesses and communities

        We have the solution for you
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        Are you a company or a community that manages found / lost items?
 Discover the YesWeFound Pro solution
            
        

    
    
    
        The press talks about us

        	
        Ouest France - Que deviennent les objets confisqués ou perdus à l’aéroport de Nantes atlantique ? [image: ]
    
	
        Peuple Libre.fr - Valence - Un site web pour vos objets perdus [image: ]
    
	
        Actu.fr - Valence : la ville expérimente un service en ligne pour les objets trouvés [image: ]
    
	
        Hérault Tribune - Agde : un nouveau service en ligne pour les objets perdus [image: ]
    
	
        Romans sur Isère - On vous aide à retrouver vos objets perdus ! [image: ]
    
	
        Midi Libre - La Grande-Motte - Police municipale: la vraie caverne d'Ali Baba des objets trouvés
    
	
        Le Dauphiné Libéré - À l'aéroport, la neige fait revenir les touristes étrangers
    


 
     
        See more ... 
    
 

    
    
    
        Our job

        YesWeFound / FranceObjetsTrouves is the Worldwide leader in the management of lost / found objects.
With more than 500,000 ads per year, 1 million active users, YesWeFound helps you find quickly your object.
Browse our search engine or our search by region, to discover all the objects found or lost with our partners or in the announcements made by individuals.
Make your  declaration of loss to find your object quickly. Do not lose anything find it!
We provide professional solutions to communities and companies anxious to improve their management of lost property and their CSR policy, for that, consult our professional offer.
We recycle all items that are not claimed by their owners are giving them a second life.
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